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A SPILLOVER PHENOMENON IN THE OPTIMAL LOCATION OF
ACTUATORS∗
PASCAL HÉBRARD† AND ANTOINE HENROT‡
Abstract. In this paper, we are interested in finding the optimal location and shape of the
actuators in a stabilization problem. Namely, we consider the one-dimensional wave equation damped
by an internal feedback supported on a subdomain ω of given length. The criterion we want to
optimize represents the rate of decay of the total energy of the system. It theoretically involves all
the eigenmodes of the operator. From an engineering point of view, it seems more realistic to consider
only a finite number of modes, say the N first ones. In that context, we are able to prove existence
and uniqueness of an optimal domain ω∗
N
: it is the better possible location for the actuators. We
characterize this optimal domain and we point out the following strange phenomenon (at least for
small lengths): the optimal domain ω∗
N
which is the better one for the N first modes is actually the
worse one for the N +1-th mode. This looks like to the well-known spillover phenomenon in Control
Theory. At last, we will give some possible extension and open problems in higher dimension.
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1. Introduction. In control and stabilization problems, the choice of the best
location (and shape) of the actuators is a very important and practical question.
Among criterion which can be studied, the rate of decay of the energy of the system
is an important one since it does not depend on the initial conditions. In the one-
dimensional problem that we are going to consider here (wave equation with internal
distributed control), it is known that this rate of decay is precisely the opposite of the
spectral abscissa of the corresponding operator (see [9]). Therefore, optimizing this
rate of decay consists in pushing all the eigenvalues as far as possible to the left in the
complex plane. Among works in this direction, we refer e.g. to [8] where is proved
that a constant damping is a local maximizer of the rate of decay, [11] which shows
that the constant damping is not a global maximizer and [5] where they show that
we can achieve an arbitrarily large rate of decay by considering damping of the kind
a(x) = 1/(x+b) (see below for the mathematical model). In this work, we will restrict
ourselves to a damping of the kind kχω(x) where k is a (small) positive constant and
χω is the characteristic function of a sub-domain ω of the string which is our main
unknown.
In higher dimension, this spectral abscissa is also an important component of the
rate of decay, but we must also consider a geometric quantity describing the time each
high frequency (or waves with a little wave length) stays in the zone of control, see
[3], [18].
From an engineering point of view, it seems to be difficult (and perhaps useless) to
take into account an infinite number of modes. So, a more reasonable version of this
problem would be to consider only the N first modes. Indeed, the high frequencies
are not too much penalizing for the vibrating structure. The aim of this paper is to
show that if we choose the optimal domain, say ω∗N , for the N first modes (we will
prove that it exists and it is unique), this domain behaves very badly for the first
mode that we have forgotten: the (N + 1)-th mode! More precisely, ω∗N generally
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concentrates on the nodes of the (N +1)-th mode, and therefore does not control it at
all. Roughly speaking, the best domain for the N first modes is the worse one
for the (N +1)-th mode! In this paper, we are able to prove this result for dampers
with small support, but actually we can observe numerically that, in general, the
best damper for the N first modes behaves very badly for the N + 1-th mode, see
Figure 5.1 and section 5.2. Since the choice of N is generally arbitrary, it seems to be
a very bad idea to look for the optimal zone of control for the N first modes. It is,
somehow, as if we push the energy after the N first modes like in classical spill-over
phenomena, as described for example in [2]. In our paper, we choose to consider a
wave packet constituted with all the low frequencies. In some sense, the phenomenon
which occurs here seems similar to the one due to different group velocity as described
in [25], see also [26] for a survey, but in our case it is not only a question of low and
high frequencies. Indeed, we could have chosen other wave packets, in particular with
different group velocities. Actually, we can observe (at least numerically, we did not
write proofs) the same phenomenon for any choice of wave packets. For example, if
we want to damp at best the packet of eigenfrequencies λ1, λ4, λ5, the optimal domain
we get (which still exists and is unique) will mainly concentrate on the nodes of the
second eigenfunction φ2, which is the first frequency we have forgotten, and therefore
will be unable to damp correctly this eigenmode. Nevertheless, E. Zuazua claims
in [26] controlling a discrete version of a continuous wave model is often a bad way
of controlling the continuous wave model itself. We have another illustration of this
phenomenon here.
The plan of this paper is the following. Section 2 deals with the mathematical
model which is used and fix the notations. In section 3 we prove existence and
uniqueness of the optimal domain and we characterize it. Section 4 is devoted to
describe and prove the kind of spill-over phenomenon that we have just described
above. At last, in section 5, we will give some remarks and possible extensions to the
two-dimensional case.
2. The mathematical model. Let us now give the model and the notations
that we are going to use throughout this paper. We consider a string (a one-dimensional
model), but it is essentially for technical reasons. We will say a few words, in section
5, about higher dimensional models, pointing out what has to be done to generalize
our results.
So, let us denote by Ω = (0, 1) the unit string that we suppose fixed at its ex-
tremities. We want to stabilize this string thanks to a damping acting only on a
subdomain ω. More precisely, we consider the following modelling. The displacement
u of the string in presence of viscous damping 2kχω (where χω denotes the charac-
teristic function of the subdomain ω of positive length), satisfies the damped wave
equation:
{
utt(x, t) − uxx(x, t) + 2kχω(x)ut(x, t) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1), t > 0
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, t > 0
(2.1)
upon being set in motion by the initial disturbance
u(x, 0) = u0(x), ut(x, 0) = u1(x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.2)
The energy of the string at time t is defined by:
E(t) =
∫ 1
0
[
u2x(x, t) + u
2
t (x, t)
]
dx
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If ω has positive measure, this system is exponentially stable, i.e. its energy is known
to obey (see e.g. [6], [9]) :
E(t) ≤ CE(0)e−2τt (2.3)
for some constants C > 0 and τ > 0 independent of the initial data. We define the
decay rate, as a function of k and ω, to be the largest such τ :
τ(k, ω) = sup{τ ′ : ∃C(τ ′) > 0 s.t. E(t) ≤ CE(0)e−2τ ′t,
for every solution of (2.1) and (2.2)}
Cox and Zuazua have shown in [9] that if χω is of bounded variation i.e. ω is the union
of a finite number of intervals, then τ(k, ω) is equal to the opposite of the spectral
abscissa of the operator A :
τ(k, ω) = −µ = − sup{Re λ : λ ∈ sp(A)}
where A denotes the linear operator associated to equation (2.1) :
A =
(
0 I
d2
dx2
−2kχω(x)
)
, D(A) = (H2(0, 1) ∩ H10 (0, 1)) × H10 (0, 1) (2.4)
and sp(A) its spectrum. Therefore, a natural question would be to look for k and ω
which minimize this spectral abscissa (or maximize τ(k, ω)).
In such a generality, looking for the maximizer of (k, ω) 7→ τ(k, ω) is quite diffi-
cult. In [15], we explain (and we give justifications) how to simplify the problem by
considering, instead of the decay rate, the quantity
J(ω) = inf
n∈N∗
∫ 1
0
χω(x)φ
2
n(x)dx (2.5)
where N∗ stands for the set of positive integers and (φn)n∈N∗ denote the normalized
eigenfunctions for the problem without damping, i.e. φn =
√
2 sin nπx. Actually,
when k is not too large, we have τ(k, ω) ≃ kJ(ω), since J(ω) is nothing else but the
derivative of τ with respect to k for k = 0. On the other hand, taking k large is not
interesting at all, due to the classical overdamping phenomenon described e.g. in [9],
[12], [15]. Therefore, J(ω) gives a good approximation of the decay rate for small k.
We also refer to [13] for a similar analysis.
As explained in the Introduction, it seems more realistic, at least from an engi-
neering point of view, to take into consideration only a finite number of modes. It
means that it seems reasonable to replace the functional J by the simpler JN (where
N is a given integer), defined by:
JN (ω) = min
1≤n≤N
∫ 1
0
χω(x)φ
2
n(x)dx (2.6)
Therefore, we are interested in solving the following problem:
Pω
{
Find ω∗ subset of ]0, 1[ of measure l which maximizes
JN (ω) = min1≤n≤N 2
∫ 1
0
χω(x) sin
2(nπx) dx.
In the sequel, for each integer k and each function a, we will denote by jk(a) the
quantity
jk(a) =
∫ 1
0
a(x)φ2k(x)dx .
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We could also wonder whether JN is a “good” approximation of J . Since it is proved
in [15] that J has no maximizer in the class of characteristic functions (except for
the particular case l = 0.5) while JN has always a (unique) maximizer in this class
(as proved below), it seems at first sight that it is not a good approximation. But,
it becomes a good one if we accept to work in the convex set Al defined in (3.1).
Actually, we can prove:
Proposition 2.1. Let us consider the functionals JN and J defined on the
convex set Al (defined in (3.1)) respectively by JN (a) = min1≤n≤N jn(a) and J(a) =
infn∈N∗ jn(a).
Then JN Γ-converge to J in the sense of De Giorgi. Moreover, let χω∗
N
be the sequence
of maximizers of JN given by Theorem 3.1, then χω∗
N
converges (up to a subsequence)
weak-* to a maximizer of J and maxAl J = limN→+∞ JN (χω∗N ).
Proof. Since we are interested in a maximization problem, the definition of Γ-
convergence reads here, see e.g. [10]:
(i) For all sequence an in Al which converge weak-* to a, J(a) ≥ lim sup JN (aN ).
(ii) There exists one sequence an in Al which converge weak-* to a, such that J(a) ≤
lim inf JN (aN ).
For (i), let us fix ε > 0 and choose an integer k0 such that J(a) ≤ jk0(a) ≤ J(a) + ε.
For every integer N ≥ k0, we have
JN (aN ) ≤ jk0(aN ) . (2.7)
Now, jk0(aN ) → jk0(a) when N → +∞, therefore taking the lim-sup in both sides
of (2.7) yields lim supJN (aN ) ≤ lim sup jk0(aN ) = jk0(a) ≤ J(a) + ε which gives (i)
since ε is arbitrary.
For (ii), it suffices to consider a constant sequence an = a since J(a) ≤ JN (a).
Now, the last two claims come directly from the classical Theorem of De Giorgi
(see [10]) and the fact that the sequence χω∗
N
is pre-compact in Al.
The functional J may have several maxima but the characterization of ω∗N which is
given below (Theorem 4.1) shows that χω∗
N
converges actually to the constant function
a(x) = l which is the more natural maximizer.
3. Existence, Uniqueness and Characterization of the optimum. We
begin by proving the following existence and uniqueness result for the optimal domain.
Theorem 3.1. The problem Pω has a unique solution ω∗N . This solution is an
union of at most N intervals. It is symmetric with respect to 1/2.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be done in several steps. First of all, we are going to use
some kind of relaxation of the problem by introducing the convex hull Al of the set of
characteristic functions. Existence of an optimum in this set will be obtained easily.
By characterization of this optimum thanks to the optimality conditions, we will be
able to prove that it is indeed an extreme point of Al, i.e. the characteristic function
of a sub-domain. Uniqueness will then follow from the fact that the functional J is
concave.
1st step, relaxation: The maximization problem is posed on the set of characteristic
functions
Ll = {a(x) ∈ L∞(0, 1), a(x) = 0 or 1 a.e.,
∫ 1
0
a(x) dx = l}.
This set is not very convenient for this maximization problem, since it is not closed for
the natural topology associated to the functional JN , namely the weak-star topology
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on L∞(0, 1). Indeed JN is clearly continuous for this topology. So, let us introduce
the convex hull of Ll:
Al = {a(x) ∈ L∞(0, 1), 0 ≤ a(x) ≤ 1,
∫ 1
0
a(x) dx = l} (3.1)
which is also the closure of Ll for the weak-star topology on L∞(0, 1). The set Al is
compact for this topology, while Ll coincides with the set of extreme points of Al, see
e.g. [16]. Moreover, JN has a natural extension (always denoted by JN ) to Al defined
by
∀a ∈ Al, JN (a) = min
1≤n≤N
∫ 1
0
a(x)φ2n(x)dx (3.2)
It is clear that JN is continuous on Al for the weak-star topology. Therefore, JN
admits (at least) a maximum in Al.
2nd step, optimality conditions: Let a∗ such a maximum, and let us denote by
I(a∗) the active index-set:
I(a∗) = {k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, such that jk(a∗) = JN (a∗)} .
It is well-known in non-smooth analysis (see e.g. [17]) that the sub-differential of JN
at a∗ is given by:
∂JN (a
∗) := co{∪∂jk(a∗), k ∈ I(a∗)} (3.3)
where co denotes the convex hull. Now, the jk being linear, they are equal to their
differential and the optimality condition reads:
0 ∈ ∂JN (a∗) + λ0L0 (3.4)
(where λ0 stands for a Lagrange multiplier taking into account the length constraint
and L0 is the linear form defined by < L0, h >=
∫ 1
0
h(x) dx), what yields, thanks to
(3.3):









∃(λk) ∈ [0, 1], k ∈ I(a∗),
∑
λk = 1, ∃λ0 ∈ R such that
∀h ∈ L∞([0, 1]), h admissible ,
∑
k∈I(a∗)
λk
∫ 1
0
h(x)φ2k(x) dx + λ0
∫ 1
0
h(x) dx = 0
(3.5)
3rd step, maxima are characteristic functions: Let us fix ε ∈ (0, 1/2). We
are going to prove that the set Aε = {x ∈ Ω | ε ≤ a∗(x) ≤ 1 − ε} has zero measure
for every ε > 0 which obviously implies that a∗ is a characteristic function. Let us
assume, for a contradiction, |Aε| > 0 and let us use the optimality conditions (3.5).
We choose h with a support in Aε: it is clearly admissible (we refer e.g. to [7], [4]
for the complete description of the cone of admissible functions for the set Al). This
implies:
∑
k∈I(a∗)
λkφ
2
k(x) + λ0 = 0, for almost every x ∈ Aε (3.6)
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If Aε has positive measure, this equality can be extended to the whole interval by
analyticity of the eigenfunctions. But such an identity is impossible since the system
of functions
{1, φ21, . . . , φ2k} = {1, 2 sin2 n1πx, . . . , 2 sin2 nkπx} is linearly independent. (3.7)
Consequently, for all ε, Aε has zero measure which proves the desired result.
4th step, uniqueness and symmetry: JN is clearly a concave function as a min-
imum of linear functions. Therefore, if it would exist two distinct maxima a∗1 and a
∗
2,
all the points in the segment [a∗1, a
∗
2] would also be maxima. But, it is impossible,
since we have proved in step 3 that all the maxima were extreme points of the convex
Al. Now, uniqueness implies symmetry of the minimizer with respect to 1/2 since
JN (a(x)) = JN (a(1 − x)).
5th step, at most N connected components: We recall that the maximum
a∗ = χω∗ satisfies the optimality condition (3.5). Let us introduce:
ΨΛ(x) = 2
∑
k∈I(a∗)
λk sin
2(kπx) .
The Lagrangian of the maximization problem can be written:
L(a, λ0,Λ) =
∫ 1
0
a(x)ΨΛ(x)dx + λ0
(∫ 1
0
a(x)dx − l
)
.
Now, for every admissible function h and every ε > 0, small enough, we have:
L(χω∗ + εh, λ0, Λ) − L(χω∗ , λ0, Λ) ≤ 0
which can be rewritten, thanks to the linearity of L with respect to its first variable:
L(h, λ0,Λ) ≤ 0, for h admissible
Now, we can choose as admissible h a function satisfying:
∀x ∈ ω∗, h(x) ≤ 0
∀x ∈ ω∗c, h(x) ≥ 0
∫ 1
0
h(x)dx = 0
For such a choice, we get:
∀x ∈ ω∗, ΨΛ + λ0 ≥ 0
∀x ∈ ω∗c, ΨΛ + λ0 ≤ 0 (3.8)
By continuity of ψΛ, equations (3.8) imply that for all x ∈ ∂ω∗ ∩ (0, 1),
ψΛ(x) + λ0 = 0 . (3.9)
Now:
ψΛ(x) =
∑
k∈I(a∗)
λk (1 − cos(2kπx)) = 1 −
∑
k∈I(a∗)
λkTk(cos 2πx)
where Tk is the k-th Tchebyshev polynomial. Therefore, ψΛ(x) is a polynomial in
cos 2πx of degree less or equal to N and the equation ψΛ(x) + λ0 = 0 has at most
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2N solutions in ]0, 1[. Consequently, ω∗ has at most N connected components unless
if ω∗ contains an interval of the kind [0, η] (and also [1 − η, 1] by symmetry). But
this last case cannot happen since, for every small β > 0 and for every integer n,
∫ η
0
φn(x)dx <
∫ β+η
β
φn(x)dx.
¤
The equation (3.9) show that the optimal domain ω∗ is a level set of the function
ΨΛ but, of course, it remains to find the Lagrange multipliers Λ = (λk)k∈I(a∗) and
also to find I(a∗). The following Theorem gives the answer to the second question
and also gives a practical way to determine ω∗ at least for small l.
Theorem 3.2. For each integer N , there exists a real lN ≤ 1 such that for
l ≤ lN , the optimal domain ω∗N satisfies
j1(ω
∗
N ) = j2(ω
∗
N ) = . . . = jN (ω
∗
N ) . (3.10)
Remark 1. The relations (3.10) together with the description of ω∗N as a sym-
metric union of at most N intervals yields a practical way to determine the optimum.
Indeed, let us assume for example that N = 2M is even. We write
ω∗N =
M
⋃
k=1
[ak − lk/2, ak + lk/2] ∪
M
⋃
k=1
[1 − ak − lk/2, 1 − ak + lk/2]
then the relations (3.10) with the supplementary equality
∑M
k=1 lk = l/2 yields a
2M × 2M non linear system whose (unique) solution gives the desired domain. We
will use this remark later in section 4.
Remark 2. The relations (3.10) do not hold for any value of the constraint l as
it is shown by the following (numerical) example. Take N = 3 and l = 0.9 then the
optimal domain is
ω∗3 = [0.0475707, 0.3417644] ∪ [0.3441937, 0.6558063] ∪ [0.6582356, 0.9524293]
which satisfies j1(ω
∗
3) > j2(ω
∗
3) = j3(ω
∗
3) and J3(ω
∗
3) = 0.987672 while for the best
domain satisfying j1 = j2 = j3, we have only J3(ω) = 0.987177. Actually, we can see
numerically that the constant lN decreases when N increases.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 : The first idea consists in transposing the problem in finite
dimension thanks to the following trick. Let KlN be the subset of RN defined by
KlN = {X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ), s.t. ∃a ∈ Al with xi = ji(a), i = 1, 2, . . . , N} (3.11)
We will also write KlN = K when N and l are fixed, since no misunderstanding is
possible. The set K is obviously convex and compact, since it is the image of Al
by the linear (continuous) functional a 7→ (j1(a), j2(a), . . . , jN (a)). We will give, in
section 5 some supplementary properties of K.
The first bissectrix ∆ = {X ∈ RN , x1 = x2 = . . . = xN} meets K (take a = l a
constant: we have ji(a) = l for all i). Therefore, we can introduce the point X
∗, the
furthest point of ∆ ∩ K:
X∗ = (x∗, x∗, . . . , x∗) with x∗ = max{x such that X = (x, x, . . . , x) ∈ ∆ ∩ K}.
Note that x∗ > l since a = l cannot be the maximizer of JN . The claim in Theorem
3.2 is equivalent to say that X∗ solves the maximization problem:
G(X∗) = max
X∈K
G(X) where G(X) = min
1≤k≤N
{xk} . (3.12)
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A geometrical interpretation of (3.12) consists in saying that there is no point of K
in the quadrant
Q = {X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN ; xi > x∗, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} .
To prove Theorem 3.2, we argue by contradiction. We will prove that if Q∩K is not
empty, there exists a point of the bissectrix ∆ in Q ∩ K (at least for l small enough)
which contradicts the fact that X∗ maximizes G on ∆ ∩ K. For that purpose, we
introduce Xk to be the furthest point of K in the direction of xk (the k-th coordinate).
Actually, we can determine Xk. Indeed, Xk is obtained by solving the maximization
problem: find a ∈ Al which maximizes
∫ 1
0
a(x) sin2 kπx dx. It follows from the proof
of Theorem 3.1 (steps 2,3,5 and, in particular relation (3.9)) that the maximizer is a
characteristic function χω∗
k
, level set of the function sin2 kπx. Therefore,
ω∗k =
k−1
⋃
j=0
[
2j + 1
2k
− l
2k
,
2j + 1
2k
+
l
2k
]
.
We can easily deduce the coordinates of Xk. For k = 1,
jm(ω
∗
1) = l + (−1)m+1
sin mπl
mπ
(3.13)
while, for k ≥ 2:
jm(ω
∗
k) = l −
k−1
∑
j=0
1
mπ
sin
mπl
k
cos
2mπ(2j + 1)
2k
.
Using
∑k−1
j=0 cos
mπ(2j+1)
k
= 0 for m 6= k, this yields
jm(ω
∗
k) = l if m 6= k and jk(ω∗k) = l +
1
π
sin πl . (3.14)
For simplicity, let us put the origin at X∗. In this case, to sum up, the vertices of the
set K in the direction of the coordinate axis are the points:
X1 =







h
β2
β3
...
βN







X2 =







−α
h
−α
...
−α







X3 =







−α
−α
h
−α
...







. . . XN =







−α
−α
...
−α
h







where
α = x∗ − l > 0,
h = l + sin πl
π
− x∗ > 0,
and βi = l + (−1)i+1 sin iπliπ − x∗ , i = 2, . . . , N.
(3.15)
As explained above, let us assume (for a contradiction) that there is a point X0 =
(x01, . . . , x
0
N )
T in Q∩K. We are looking for a point X, convex combination of X∗ = O,
X0, X1, X2, . . . , XN (which ensures that X will be in K) that we want to be in the
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set Q and on the bissectrix ∆. Existence of such a point would lead to a contradiction
since X∗ maximizes G on ∆ ∩ K. We write X as
X = (1 − s)O + tX0 +
N
∑
i=1
λiXi
where
0 < s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1, t +
N
∑
i=1
λi = s. (3.16)
Let us first express that X must belong to ∆. Writing x1 = x2, x1 = x3, etc... this
yields the following system:









tx01 + λ1h − λ2α = tx02 + λ1β2 + λ2h
tx01 + λ1h − λ3α = tx03 + λ1β3 + λ3h
...
tx01 + λ1h − λNα = tx0N + λ1βN + λNh .
(3.17)
Summing these relations and using (3.16) gives:
(N − 1)tx01 + (N − 1)λ1h − α(s − t − λ1) = t
N
∑
i=2
x0i + λ1
N
∑
i=2
βi + h(s − t − λ1)
what can be written, thanks to (3.15):
t
[
(Nx01 −
N
∑
i=1
x0i ) +
sin πl
π
]
+ λ1
[
N
∑
i=2
(h − βi) +
sin πl
π
]
=
sin πl
π
s . (3.18)
Let us introduce
Σ =
N
∑
i=2
(h − βi) +
sin πl
π
= N
sin πl
π
+
N
∑
i=2
(−1)i sin iπl
iπ
.
From now, we will assume l ≤ 1/(2N). Then, Σ is clearly positive. We get λ1 from
(3.18):
λ1 =
(
sin πl
π
s − t
[
(Nx01 −
N
∑
i=1
x0i ) +
sin πl
π
])
/Σ . (3.19)
Replacing in each equation (3.17) gives the value of λk:
λk =
t(x01 − x0k)
sin πl
π
+
λ1(h − βk)
sin πl
π
. (3.20)
We now use h − βk = sin πlπ + (−1)k sin kπlkπ (see (3.15)) and we introduce normalized
coordinates: y0k :=
x0k
sin πl
π
. Therefore, (3.19) and (3.20) can be rewritten
λ1 =
sin πl
π
Σ
(
s − t − t(Ny01 −
N
∑
i=1
y0i )
)
λk = t(y
0
1 − y0k) +
sin πl
π
+ (−1)k sin kπl
kπ
Σ
(
s − t − t(Ny01 −
N
∑
i=1
y0i )
)
.
(3.21)
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We also compute x1 (= x2 = . . . = xN ), we easily obtain
x1 = s
(
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
− α
)
+ t
(
x01 + α −
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
−
sin πl
π
Σ
(Nx01 −
N
∑
i=1
x0i )
)
. (3.22)
We recall that we want λ1 ≥ 0. So, we have the first necessary condition:
Q1 := s − t(1 + Ny01 −
N
∑
i=1
y0i ) ≥ 0 . (3.23)
We will now express that every λk has also to be non-negative. For that purpose, we
introduce the (non positive) number:
−ξ := min
1≤k≤N
(y01 − y0k) (3.24)
and we assume the second necessary condition:
ξt ≤
sin πl
π
− sin 3πl3π
Σ
Q1 . (3.25)
(3.24) together with (3.25) imply
∀k, t(y01 − y0k) ≥ −ξt ≥
sin 3πl
3π − sin πlπ
Σ
Q1 .
Therefore, from (3.20), it comes
λk ≥
sin 3πl
3π + (−1)k sin kπlkπ
Σ
Q1 . (3.26)
For k = 2, 3, 4, it is clear that (3.26) with (3.23) imply λk ≥ 0. For higher values
of k, it is also true. Indeed, since x 7→ sinx/x is decreasing for x < π/2, we have
sin(3πl)/(3π) ≥ sin(kπl)/(kπ) for 3 ≤ k ≤ N .
In conclusion, if we assume (3.23), (3.25) and l < 1/(2N), then λk ≥ 0, for all k ≤ N .
Let us set,
γ =
t
s
Y = 1 + Ny01 −
N
∑
i=1
y0i .
Then (3.23) can be rewritten 1− γY ≥ 0 and is obviously true for γ small enough. In
the same way, (3.25) is
ξγ ≤
sin πl
π
− sin 3πl3π
Σ
(1 − γY )
what is also true for γ small since
sin πl
π
− sin 3πl
3π
> 0.
It remains to check that x1, given by (3.22), is positive. With the previous
notations,
x1 = γ
(
x01 − Y
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
+ α
)
+
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
− α
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therefore, if we are able to prove that
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
− α > 0, it will imply that x1 > 0 for
γ small enough.
Now, when l → 0
( sin πl
π
)2
Σ
∼
{
l
N
if N is odd
l
N+1 if N is even .
(3.27)
On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 4.1 below shows that, when l → 0,
x∗ ∼ j1
(
N
⋃
k=1
[
k
N + 1
− l
2N
,
k
N + 1
+
l
2N
]
)
= l − 1
π
sin
πl
2N
N
∑
k=1
cos
2kπ
N + 1
.
Since
∑N
k=1 cos
2kπ
N+1 = −1, this yields
α = x∗ − l ∼ 1
π
sin
πl
2N
∼ l
2N
and the result follows from the comparison with (3.27). This finishes the proof of
Theorem 3.2. ¤
4. The spillover phenomenon. We are going to describe more precisely the
optimal domain ω∗N when the length constraint l goes to zero. According to Theorem
3.1, ω∗N is symmetric and has, at most, N connected components. Therefore,
in the case N even we write N = 2K and there exists 0 < α1 < α2 < · · · < αK <
1/2 and l1, l2, . . . , lK ≥ 0 such that :
ω∗N =
(
K
⋃
i=1
[αi − li/2, αi + li/2]
)
⋃
(
K
⋃
i=1
[1 − αi − li/2, 1 − αi + li/2]
)
in the case N odd we write N = 2K + 1 and there exists 0 < α1 < α2 < · · · <
αK < 1/2 and l1, l2, . . . , lK+1 ≥ 0 such that :
ω∗N =
(
K
⋃
i=1
[αi − li/2, αi + li/2]
)
⋃
[1/2 − lK+1/2, 1/2 + lK+1/2] . . .
. . .
⋃
(
K
⋃
i=1
[1 − αi − li/2, 1 − αi + li/2]
)
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 4.1. When l goes to 0, the optimal domain for the N first modes ω∗N
concentrates around the nodes of the N + 1-th eigenfunction.
More precisely,when l → 0+ :
∀i, αi(l) →
i
N + 1
, li(l) ∼
l
N
.
For sake of simplicity, we are going to prove this result in the case N = 2K even, the
case N odd is exactly similar. We now express that ω∗N satisfies
j1(ω
∗
N ) = j2(ω
∗
N ) = · · · = jN (ω∗N ) . (4.1)
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This yields:







K
∑
i=1
[
1
nπ
sin nπli cos 2nπαi −
1
(n − 1)π sin(n − 1)πli cos(2n − 2)παi
]
= 0
for n = 2, 3, . . . , N .
(4.2)
Asymptotically, when l goes to 0, the (αi)’s and the (li)’s are therefore solution of the
linearized system (in a neighborhood of l = 0) :
K
∑
i=1
li(cos 2nπαi − cos(2n − 2)παi) = 0, for n = 2, 3, . . . , N (4.3)
Now if (lp) is a sequence which tends to 0, after extracting a finite number of subse-
quence, we can write lpi = ti(lp).lp with ti(lp) ∈ [0, 1] converging to ti and ai(lp) which
converge to ai. The system (4.3) leads to the following system





























t1 sinπα1 sin 3πα1 + t2 sin πα2 sin 3πα2 + · · · + tK sinπαK sin 3παK = 0
t1 sinπα1 sin 5πα1 + t2 sin πα2 sin 5πα2 + · · · + tK sinπαK sin 5παK = 0
. . .
t1 sinπα1 sin(2k + 1)πα1 + t2 sin πα2 sin(2k + 1)πα2 + . . .
+tK sin παK sin(2k + 1)παK = 0
. . .
t1 sinπα1 sin(4K − 1)πα1 + t2 sin πα2 sin(4K − 1)πα2 + . . .
+tK sin παK sin(4K − 1)παK = 0
(4.4)
where we have to add the supplementary equation:
t1 + t2 + . . . tK = 1/2 . (4.5)
This new system can be viewed as a (2K−1)× (2K−1) linear system with unknowns
t1, t2, . . . , tK . Of course these unknowns cannot be all equal to zero because of the
supplementary equation (4.5). Therefore the matrix A of system (4.4) must be of
rank less or equal to K − 1. It means that:
all determinants K × K extracted from A are equal to 0. (4.6)
Let us denote by L1,L2, . . . ,L2K−1, the lines of the matrix A :
A =





sin πα1 sin 3πα1 . . . sin παK sin 3παK
sin πα1 sin 5πα1 . . . sin παK sin 5παK
...
...
sin πα1 sin(4K − 1)πα1 . . . sin παK sin(4K − 1)παK





→ L1
→ L2
...
→ L2K−1
(4.7)
Now, let us compute the following K × K determinant :
D0 = det(LK + LK ,LK−1 + LK+1, . . . ,L1 + L2K−1).
According to (4.6), D0 = 0.
On the other hand, for k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1 and i = 1, 2, . . . ,K :
sin(2(K − k) + 1)παi + sin(2(K + k) + 1)παi = 2 sin(2K + 1)παi cos 2kπαi .
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Therefore :
D0 = 2
K
(
K
∏
i=1
sin παi
)(
K
∏
i=1
sin(2K + 1)παi
)
D′0
where D′0 is the determinant :
D′0 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 1 . . . 1
cos 2πα1 cos 2πα2 . . . cos 2παK
...
...
...
cos 2(K − 1)πα1 cos 2(K − 1)πα2 . . . cos 2(K − 1)παK
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
This determinant D′0 can be computed thanks to Tchebyshev polynomials Tk, al-
ready introduced (cos kx = Tk(cos x)) with Tk of degree k and highest degree term is
2k−1Xk, k ≥ 1. Since the family (Tk)0≤k≤K−1 is a basis of polynomial of degree less
than K − 1, we can write :
D′0 =
(
K−1
∏
k=1
2k−1
)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 1 . . . 1
cos 2πα1 cos 2πα2 . . . cos 2παK
...
...
...
cosK−1 2πα1 cos
K−1 2πα2 . . . cos
K−1 2παK
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
Now this last determinant is the so-called Van der Mond determinant, so :
D′0 = 2
(K−1)(K−2)
2
∏
1≤i<j≤K
(cos 2παi − cos 2παj)
= 2
(K−1)(K−2)
2
∏
1≤i<j≤K
2(cos2 παi − cos2 παj)
= 2(K−1)
2 ∏
1≤i<j≤K
(cos2 παi − cos2 παj)
(4.8)
This last equality shows that D′0 cannot vanish (we recall that the (αi) is an increasing
sequence with 0 < παi < π/2). Moreover, the product
∏K
i=1 sin παi is not zero since,
for all i, αi ∈ ]0, 1/2[.
In conclusion, there exists p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} such that sin(2K + 1)παp = 0, it means
that there exists q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} such that αp = q2K+1 .
Let us now compute, in the same way, the following K × K determinant :
D1 = det(LK + LK ,LK−1 + LK+1, . . . ,L2 + L2K−2,L1).
For the same reason as above D1 = 0. Grouping the sin terms yields:
D1 = 2
K
(
K
∏
i=1
sin παi
)


∏
i=1, 2 ,...,K ; i 6=p
sin(2K + 1)παi

D′1
where D′1 is the determinant :
D′1 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 . . . 0 . . . 1
cos 2πα1 . . . 0 . . . cos 2παK
...
...
...
cos 2(K − 1)πα1 . . . sin 3πq2K+1 . . . cos 2(K − 1)παK
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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Developing D′1 with respect to its p
th column, it appears a K−1×K−1 determinant
similar to D′0. This shows that D
′
1 does not vanish. Therefore, there exists r 6= p such
that sin(2K + 1)παr = 0, what means that there exists s ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} such that
αr =
s
2K+1 .
By computing successively, using the same method as for D1, the determinants
D2, D3, . . . , DK−1, with :
D2 = det(LK + LK , LK−1 + LK+1, . . . , L3 + L2K−3, L2, L1 + L2K−1)
D3 = det(LK + LK , LK−1 + LK+1, . . . , L3, L2 + L2K−2, L1 + L2K−1)
...
DK−1 = det(LK + LK , LK−1, LK−2 + LK+2 . . . ,L2 + L2K−2, L1 + L2K−1)
we can show that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ K, there exists pi such that αi = piπ2K+1 . Since the
sequence (αi) is increasing, we have :
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} αi =
iπ
2K + 1
.
Let us now show that the rank of the matrix A is exactly K − 1. For that purpose,
we compute the determinant D obtained from A by taking the K − 1 first lines and
removing the last column :
D =
[
K−1
∏
i=1
sin
iπ
2K + 1
]
det
(
(
sin
(2i + 1)πj
2K + 1
)
1≤i, j≤K−1
)
Let us denote by Un the Tchebyshev’s polynomial of second kind : sinnθ = sin θ Un(cos θ).
We obtain :
D =
[
K−1
∏
i=1
sin
iπ
2K + 1
]
det
(
(
Uj
(
sin
(2i + 1)π
2K + 1
))
1≤i, j≤K−1
)
.
Since Un has for first term 2
nXn, n ≥ 1, we get :
D = 2
(K−2)(K−3)
2
(
K−1
∏
i=1
sin
iπ
2K + 1
)


∏
1≤i<j≤K−1
(
cos
(2i + 1)π
2K + 1
− cos (2j + 1)π
2K + 1
)


This proves that D 6= 0 and A has rank K − 1. Therefore, its kernel is of dimension
one.
Let us now show that (1, 1, . . . , 1)t belongs to the kernel of A. For that purpose,
we compute, for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2K − 1 the sum :
Sk = 2
K
∑
l=1
sin
lπ
2K + 1
sin
(2k + 1)lπ
2K + 1
=
K
∑
l=1
[
cos
2lkπ
2K + 1
− cos 2l(k + 1)π
2K + 1
]
.
Using,
∑K
l=1 cos lθ = cos
(K+1)θ
2 .
sin Kθ2
sin θ2
it comes that Sk = 0 if and only if :
cos
(K + 1)kπ
2K + 1
sin
Kkπ
2K + 1
sin
(k + 1)π
2K + 1
= . . .
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. . . = cos
(K + 1)(k + 1)π
2K + 1
sin
K(k + 1)π
2K + 1
sin
kπ
2K + 1 .
This last equality is easy to check.
In conclusion, since (t1, t2, . . . , tK)
t belongs to the kernel of A and t1 + t2 + · · ·+
tK = 1/2, we get t1 = t2 = · · · = tK = 1/(2K). Finally, for every subsequence
(lk) converging to 0, (ti(lk)) has a unique accumulation point, the whole sequence
ti(l) converges to that point 1/K. In the same way, the functions αi(l) converge to
i/(K + 1) when l goes to 0. ¤
5. Comments.
5.1. Possible remedies. To avoid the spillover phenomenon which is described
here, we can imagine different possible strategies. The first one is obviously to take
into account all eigenmodes, possibly with different weigths for each (e.g. weigths
decreasing with the rank of the mode).
Another possibility could be inspired by the introduction of an artificial (numeri-
cal) viscosity like in papers [23], [24]. For the 1-D wave equation, these authors choose
to introduce a semi-discrete term coming from −h2uxxt. This has the great advantage
to keep the decay properties of the discrete equation which are generally lost under
the semi-discrete finite-differences scheme. It would be very interesting to see what
is the impact of this viscosity term in the context of our paper.
5.2. Larger values of l. It is essentially for technical reasons that the “spill-
over” phenomenon is described in the case l → 0. Actually, this phenomenon holds
for most values of l. The following Figure 5.1 shows numerical results for N = 3. The
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Fig. 5.1. left: the optimal domain ω∗
3
(read vertically); right: graphs of J3(ω∗3) (bold face) and
j4(ω∗3)
left picture shows the optimal domain ω∗3 for each value of l. One obtains ω
∗
3 as the
intersection of the vertical line x = l with the interior of the three peeks. The right
picture shows in boldface the graph of l 7→ J3(ω∗3) and below, in medium, the graph
of l 7→ j4(ω∗3). We see that, in any case (unless for l close to 1), ω∗3 has a very bad
behaviour for the fourth eigenmode. One can find more examples in [14].
5.3. More about the set K. For similar optimization problems, it is interesting
to have a more precise description of the set K which is introduced in (3.11). In
particular, a characterization of its boundary can be very useful. Let X be a point in
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K. Then X belongs to ∂K if and only if there exists a unit vector n such that:
∀Y ∈ K (Y − X,n) ≤ 0 .
Writing n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN )
T , X = (j1(a), . . . , jN (a))
T and Y = (j1(b), . . . , jN (b))
T ,
the latter reads
∀b ∈ Al
N
∑
k=1
nkjk(b) ≤
N
∑
k=1
nkjk(a) .
In other terms, a is a maximizer of the functional b 7→
∑N
k=1 nkjk(b). According to
the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that a is necessarily the characteristic function
of a set ω which is the union of at most N + 1 intervals and which is symmetric
with respect to 1/2. The fact that we can have N + 1 intervals here is due to the
fact that intervals of the kind [0, η] or [1 − η, 1] are allowed here (see step 5 in the
proof of Theorem 3.1). Figure 5.2 (left) shows the set K2 for l = 0.3. Its boundary
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1
Fig. 5.2. left: the set K2 for l = 0.3; right: the set K3 for l = 0.9
is exactly the image of characteristic functions χω with ω is a symmetric (w.r.t. 1/2)
set obtained as an union of one, two or three intervals (in this last case two of the
three intervals must touch 0 and 1). Figure 5.2 (right) shows the set K3 for l = 0.9.
Its boundary is obtained with a symmetric union of one, two, three or four intervals
(in this last case two of the four intervals must touch 0 and 1). This picture shows a
case where the first bissectrix does not cut the set K3 at the point which maximizes
min(x1, x2, x3), see Remark 2.
5.4. Generalization to the two-dimensional case. The existence and unique-
ness part of Theorem 3.1 can be easily generalized to more general domains Ω in higher
dimension if the following property holds:



Let ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕN be the (normalized) eigenfunctions of the Laplace
operator on Ω with Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω, then
ϕ21, ϕ
2
2, . . . , ϕ
2
N are linearly independent on ω.
(5.1)
Indeed, when we look at the proof of Theorem 3.1, we observe that it can easily be
adapted to any dimension, the only technical point being (3.7).
The property (5.1) is obviously true for rectangles in two dimension or, more
generally, parallelepiped in N -dimension, but the authors do not know if it holds for
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every domain (even for a disc). For a related result in one-dimension, see [19]. In
this paper the authors prove that for a non homogeneous Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue
problem, it happens very frequently that the N first eigenfunctions, with N ≥ 3,
have linearly dependent squares on some non trivial interval. A transposition of this
one-dimensional result to our case could lead to the following conjecture:
Open problem 1: Prove that for every domain Ω, there exists a domain Ω̃ close to
Ω such that the square of a given number of eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Dirichlet
operator on Ω̃ are linearly dependent.
On the other hand, if the result (5.1) is wrong for some domain Ω, one can also imag-
ine some genericity result in the spirit of [20], [21], [22] which could, for example, be
stated like:
Open problem 2: Let Ω be an open set such that ϕ21, ϕ
2
2, . . . , ϕ
2
N are linearly de-
pendent. Then, prove that there exists arbitrary small deformations of its boundary
such that the square of the eigenfunctions of the perturbed domain become linearly
independent.
Following the step 5 of the proof of Theorem 3.1, if (5.1) is true (and therefore a
unique optimal domain exists), this optimal domain can also be described as a level
set of some linear combination of ϕ21, ϕ
2
2, . . . , ϕ
2
N . Now, the other results of this paper,
Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 seem more difficult to prove in the two-dimensional case, even
if the authors believe that they are true.
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